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This essay considers the significance of the Internet on philosophy as an academic discipline. It focuses not on ethical, or axiological (the study of values) issues related to the Internet, but on epistemological (the study of knowledge) and ontological issues (the study of reality) particularly connected with the notions of knowledge and information.

.01 Introduction (return to index)

What is the significance of the Internet to the discipline of philosophy? As any other academic discipline, philosophy can be considered primarily as content (i.e., there are topics that philosophers investigate) or as process (i.e., there are methods that philosophers use to investigate those topics) or even as ethos (i.e., there are attitudes or values inherent in investigating those topics and in applying those methods). These are the What? the How? and the Why? that any discipline asks. And, as with any other discipline, there are scores of sub-fields within philosophical concern. A convenient overarching rubric of philosophical concerns, however,
is the triad of axiology, epistemology, and metaphysics/ontology.

Most of the work by philosophers with respect to the Internet has been in terms of axiology. Numerous books and articles have appeared over the past several decades about “information technology ethics.” (See References below for a small sample.) These axiological issues have included such concerns as the Internet and privacy, the Internet and free speech, the Internet and property, the Internet and social responsibility, etc. However, there has been far less written on the connections between the Internet and the other two major emphases within philosophy: epistemology and ontology. It is these latter topics I want to speak to here. For the purposes of this short essay, I will focus on two topics, one epistemological and one ontological. The epistemological topic is: What does the nature of the Internet say about the nature of knowledge and of knowers? The ontological topic is: What does the nature of the Internet say about the nature of fundamental categories of what is real? I will speak to these two topics in particular because, while they are long-standing and perennial (what is knowledge and what is real?), the advent of the Internet has forced a re-examination of them in specific and important ways.

.02 The Internet and epistemology (return to index)

There are, of course, axiological issues that connect to epistemological ones, including how they relate to the Internet. For instance, questions about education, especially pedagogy, involve multiple dimensions of both axiology and epistemology. As just one example, if teaching (and learning) is taken in what John Dewey called “the spectator view of knowledge,” then teaching (and learning) is appropriately concerned with successful transmission of information. If the transmission of information is the immediate goal, with the longer-range goal of empowering the student (“knowledge is power”), then certain kinds of pedagogical techniques and parameters are valued. The focus here, however, is not directly on pedagogy, but on the epistemological issue of how the Internet speaks to the nature of the knower.

In particular, I want to suggest that the nature of the Internet is such that it challenges recent emphases on what some philosophers call “embodied agency.” Such thinkers who advocate this ineliminable “bodily presence” or “situatedness” include Hubert Dreyfus and George Lakoff & Mark Johnson (see References). In his critique of the Internet, Dreyfus remarks that “what gives our sense of being in direct touch with reality is that we can control events in the world and get perceptual feedback concerning what we have done.” While it is certainly true that each of us, as knowers, is situated in the world and we learn by bumping into the world, what constitutes knowledge is not reducible to any of us or to our bodily presences, any more than what constitutes the English language depends upon the use of English by any speaker of the language or what constitutes mathematical truths depends upon any person’s calculations. Rather, the Internet (like any library), as a “storehouse” of information, is a reminder that “there is more in heaven and earth than is dreamed of in your philosophy.” But, in addition, the Internet, as a means of processing knowledge and not merely of storing it, rebuts the implied subjective nature of knowledge found in Dreyfus’s remarks. (See Steven Burt citation below in References.)
The Internet and Ontology

Not only do axiological issues connected to epistemological ones relate the Internet to a rethinking of philosophical concerns, but also axiological issues connected to ontological ones do likewise. Again, within the realm of education and pedagogy, the question of what is taught or learned (i.e., what is the nature of “The Taught” or “The Learned”) has been a long-standing focus for philosophers of education. This is not simply the issue of teaching/learning, say, facts vs. skills, but the deeper question of what constitutes a fact or a skill. The axiological aspect of this, of course, has to do with which of these (or the ways in which these) matter to us. We want students to learn how to think, but that requires something for them to think about (i.e., we exercise our skills on something). While ontological issues such as the nature of facts or of skills are interesting and important, and while there are other important ontological issues related to the Internet (such as the concept of place or the concept of identity), I want to speak to the ontological topic of information, a topic that has become especially pronounced with the presence of the Internet.

A traditional ontological concern for philosophers has been the question of what, if anything, is real and yet non-material or non-physical. This has taken the form of the standard “mind-body” question. That is, while humans exhibit behaviors that we deem “mental” (e.g., we think, dream, imagine), is this ability completely explainable in material/physical terms? Is the mind reducible to the brain, however complex that reduction might be? Is there an ontological duality of physical and mental (or some other non-physical thing) or is reality monistic, purely physical, although incredibly complex? This traditional issue of monism vs. dualism has been complicated by the nascence of a third fundamental ontological category: information. The notion of information is neither new to nor unique to the Internet. Biologists have used the notion for much of the past fifty years, especially in connection with heritability and genomics. It is now commonplace to talk about the information encoded in genes. What passes on from parent organisms to offspring is the information so encoded. (See Susan Oyama’s works, noted below in the References.)

Outside of biology, information is the conceptual building block of information technology. From the early technical formulation of the concept of information by Claude Shannon (see References), a fundamental ontological distinction between hardware and software, between the physical components of electronic switching circuits and the informational content of programs, has been established. Yet information, while being manifested in physical systems, is not reducible to those physical systems. At the same time, information is not reducible to some non-material mental substance or quality. The information contained in a simple written message – “Dinner at Eight. Don’t be late.” – is neither merely physical marks on a page nor merely a person’s interpretation of those marks. It seems to be a third basic ontological kind, and the Internet is the realm of information par excellence.

Conclusion

The point of this brief essay has been to suggest that the Internet is such that its very nature
speaks to some basic philosophical issues and that it connects with the discipline of philosophy not just “passively” by providing fodder for philosophical reflection, but “actively” by challenging some fundamental aspects of philosophy. In particular, this paper has focused on how the Internet actively demands re-thinking not only about axiological issues (as noted above, much has been said and will continue to be said about this) but also about epistemological issues and ontological issues.
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